Holiness to the Lord

New Member
Mentor Program

Officers:
When a man is elected to or appointed to an
Office in the Chapter, he should be taught the
Several duties of his position and what will be
required of him. If that new Officer has an
individual whose main job is to train him in his
Position, he will learn faster and gain selfconfidence much quicker than he would without
being mentored.

Results:
1. Your Chapter will start seeing signs of
growth and interest.
2. The attendance at monthly meetings will
increase.
3. Older members will see the excitement and
start coming back.
4. It will create more fellowship among your
members.
5. The Chapter as a whole will benefit from
the self-confidence of the membership.
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New Companions:

The Mentor Program is a method of
Teaching, Instructing, and Education.

Purpose:
To educate and incite interest in the Royal
Arch Chapter and in York Rite Masonry in
general. A man who is educated and
knowledgeable is going to attend
regularly and be an active participant in
Chapter meetings and degree work.

Getting Started:
Each Constituent Chapter should develop or
appoint a Mentor Committee. The Committee
can set up a Mentor Program in your Chapter.
The Committee should consist of experienced
and knowledgeable men in your Chapter. The
Committee would be responsible for training
and teaching new Companions. Also training
and teaching new Officers the duties of their
station.

When a new Companion is exalted to the
august degree of a Royal Arch Masons, you
can rest assured he is totally excited and
confused about the degree work he has just
completed. We have all been there. He has
a multitude of questions. He needs a
mentor who will take him under his wing
and personally teach him the things he is
worried about. A mentor would show him
the proper way to address the Excellent
High Priest. He would explain to him the
various signs he has learned and show him
the proper way to give the signs. He would
attend the chapter meetings with him and
sit with him to assist him with the signs
during the opening and closing ceremonies.
A mentor would give him a call and
encourage him to come to Chapter
meetings on meeting night, and even go get
him and bring him to the Chapter
meetings, if needed.

